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1. Introduction. Seifert and Threlfall [20, p. 4] have described the prin-

cipal problem of topology as " • • • zu entscheiden, ob zwei vorgelegte

Figuren homoomorph sind und wo mbglich alle Klassen nichthomoomorpher

Figuren aufzuzahlen." Our object is to obtain the number of nonisomorphic

linear graphs with p points and k lines, and also to count various kinds of

generalizations of graphs. These include directed graphs (digraphs), rooted

graphs, multiply rooted graphs, and two other generalizations which will be

called graphs of strength s and graphs of type t.

The fundamental theorem used to secure these results is due to Polya

[15] and will be reviewed very briefly in the next section. The author is

happy to take this opportunity to thank Professor Polya for kindly permitting

the presentation of his unpublished formula for the number of linear graphs

in this paper.

The form of the solution in every case will be the counting polynomial.

Thus gP(x) defined by:

p(j>-l)/2

gp(x)  =       Z)      gpkXk
k—o

where gpk is the number of graphs with p points and k lines, serves to count

all graphs of p points.

After counting several generalizations of graphs, we shall derive a formula

for the number of connected graphs of any given topological type in terms of

the total number of (connected as well as disconnected) graphs of this type.

The number of connected graphs in terms of the total number of graphs,

which first appeared in Riddell [16] and then in Riddell and Uhlenbeck [18],

as well as the number of weakly connected digraphs obtained by Polya

(unpublished) will follow as corollaries. A simple variation of the method

enables one to count the rooted connected graphs of any given type in terms

of the unrooted connected ones and the total number of such graphs. To

illustrate the method, the number of forests and rooted forests will be found

in terms of the known number of trees. The final section states some unsolved

combinatorial problems.
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As historical background, we review briefly some previous results on the

enumeration of graphs of various kinds which are of interest in several dif-

ferent fields of study. Thus Cayley [3] first found formulas for the number of

trees and rooted trees. A more elegant formula for the number of trees was

found by Polya [15] and a still neater formulation was obtained by Otter

[14], whose proof was subsequently simplified in [7] and [9] using the

methods of [15], i.e., Polya's Theorem.

Foster [5] and Riordan and Shannon [19] have provided solutions for

some counting problems in electrical network and communication theory.

Carnap [2] asked the well-known question as to the number of noniso-

morphic binary relations on a field of p elements. This problem was solved

by Davis [4] who also found the number of irreflexive and symmetric binary

relations on p elements. Using the familiar correspondence between binary

relations and digraphs (as in Konig [ll]), Carnap's question can be restated

graphically. The counting polynomial

p(p-i)
Sp(x) =  Y ipkxk

for digraphs of p points, obtained here, provides additional information to

the question on relations. For the number gpk of digraphs with p points and

k directed lines is the number of nonisomorphic irreflexive relations with k

ordered couples on a field of p elements.

Cayley [3 ] recognized the possibility of studying the chemical problem of

the number of isomers by making use of the notion of a tree. Lunn and

Senior [12] discussed and solved some related questions through the use of

the properties of permutation groups. Blair and Henze [l ] succeeded in

solving several such counting problems for organic chemistry by enumerating

the class of trees and rooted trees with points of given maximum degree. In

his classic publication Polya [15 ] obtained all of the above recursion formulas,

and also solved a wealth of other problems connected with chemical isomers.

Motivated by social psychological considerations [6] in which points

denote persons, lines stand for relations, and graphs represent "social groups,"

we were led to the definitions of graphs of strength 5, and of type t. These are

counted in §6.

The Feynman-Dyson graphs which are appropriate for studying certain

problems in quantum electrodynamics and general field theory were first

enumerated by Hurst [10], who found some asymptotic numbers using the

classical Laguerre and Hermite polynomials. These graphs were later

counted more concisely in Riddell [17] by elementary combinatorial con-

siderations.

Finally, the question of the number of Husimi trees was asked by Uhlen-

beck [2l]. Contributions to the solution of this problem were given in [7]

and [9]. The final solution was obtained by Norman [13], using a point of
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view mentioned in [8], by an ingenious application of Polya's Theorem.

2. Polya's Theorem. We shall state Polya's Theorem (the Hauptsatz of

[15]) in the form which will be used to derive the counting polynomials for

the various kinds of graphs. The desired form is a specialization of Polya's

statement to one variable.

Let figure be an undefined term. To each figure there is assigned a non-

negative integer called its content. Let<p* denote the number of different figures

of content k. Then the figure counting series <p(x) is defined by

00

(1) <t>(x)  = Z <*>***•
*—0

Let G be a permutation group of degree 5 and order h. A configuration of

length 5 is a sequence of s figures. The content of a configuration is the sum of

the contents of its figures. Two configurations are G-equivalent if there is a

permutation of G sending one into the other. Let Fk denote the number of

G-inequivalent configurations of content k. The configuration counting

series F(x) is defined by

(2) F(x) = £,Fkxk.
4=0

We shall call G the configuration group henceforth.

The object of P61ya's Theorem is to express F(x) in terms of <p(x) and

G. This is accomplished using the cycle index of G, defined as follows. Let

hh.h,••••}, denote the number of elements of G of type (jx, j2, • • • ,ji), i.e.,

having jk cycles of length £,£ = 1,2, ■ • • , s. Thus

(3) l-jx + 2j2+ ■■ ■ +s-ja = s.

Let fx, ft, •••,/. be s indeterminates. Then Z(G), the cycle index of G,

is defined, as in Polya [15, p. 159], by:

(4) Z(G)=±Y,hjl.h,....ij'xlfi'---fi',

where the sum is taken over all partitions (j) of s satisfying (3). For any

function f(x), let Z(G, f(x)) denote, as in [9], the function obtained from

Z(G) by replacing each indeterminate/* by/(x*). Using these definitions, we

are able to give a concise statement of:

P6lya's Theorem. The configuration counting series is obtained by sub-

stituting the figure counting series into the cycle index of the configuration group.

Symbolically,

(5) F(x) = Z(G, <b(x)).

This theorem reduces the problem of finding the configuration counting
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series to the determination of the figure counting series and the cycle index of

the configuration group.

3. The number of graphs(2). A graph may be defined as a set of p points

together with some subset of the p(p —1)/2 lines joining them. Two points of

a graph are adjacent if there is a line joining them. Two graphs are isomorphic

ii there is a one-to-one correspondence between their point sets which pre-

serves adjacency.

Using the terminology of the preceding section, the counting of graphs is

amenable to Polya's Theorem by the following observation:

A graph is a configuration whose figures are pairs of points.

The content of a figure, i.e., a pair of points, is zero or one according re-

spectively to whether there does not or does exist a line of the graph joining

them. Hence the content of a graph is the number of lines it contains.

Let p be any positive integer. Let gpk denote the number of nonisomorphic

graphs having p points and k lines. The counting polynomial gP(x) for graphs

of p points is defined by:

p(p-l)/2

(6) gp(x) =     Y    ivkXk.
k—0

This is the desired configuration counting series. In order to apply Polya's

Theorem, we need to know both the figure counting series <j>(x), and the cycle

index of the configuration group. It follows at once that

(7) <b(x) = 1 + x.

The configuration group for graphs is the full pair group on p points. (This

descriptive nomenclature is due to G. W. Ford.) This group Rp is a permuta-

tion group isomorphic as an abstract group to Sp, the symmetric group on p

points, but is of degree p(p—l)/2. The objects permuted by Rp are pairs of

points. The cycle index of Rp may be obtained by a simple calculation from

that of Sp.
But even before finding Z(RP) explicitly, we apply Polya's Theorem to ob-

tain the form of the result:

(8) gp(x) = Z(RP, 1 + x).

It is well known that Z(SP) may be obtained from (4) by setting s=p,

h = p\, and

pi

(9) *ft.A.-./, = liljil2itjtl . . . pirjpl ■

In order to simplify and clarify the exposition for general p, we first illustrate

(2) The result of this section (equations (8) and (10)) appeared in [16] and [18], also with

P61ya's permission.
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for p = 4. Here we have

Z(S<) = — (/i + 6/1/2 + 8/x/3 + 3fl + 6/4).

Since the objects permuted by S4 are points, the terms of this cycle index

may be pictured as in the second column of Table 1. To avoid possible con-

fusion, let us denote the variables appearing in Z(RP) by git * = 1, • • • ,

p(p-l)/2.

Table I

Term of Z(S4) Diagram Term of Z(Rt)

o    o
/l 00 g'

aO     ad

f\h B   O       ^ C ^

V- O    /\ *

/I ()      0 ^

•-*- •

Since each point of the diagram for the term /* lies in 54-cycle of length

one, it follows that each of the 6 pairs of points lies in an 7?4-cycle of length

one. Thus the resulting term of Z(Rt) is g\. In the diagram for f\f2, the pairs

A, B and C, D are left fixed (points C and D are interchanged, but the pair

of points is sent into itself). This accounts for the g\ part of the corresponding

term of Z(7?4). However, the pair A, D is mapped under the cycles of the

term f\f2 into the pair A, C, which is then returned to A, D, forming a cycle

of length two in 7?4. Similarly the pairs 73, C and 73, D form another cycle of

length two. Hence g\g\ is the term in Z(R*) corresponding to the term f\f2

in Z(Si). The remainder of Table 1 may be calculated similarly.

Collecting the results of Table 1, we see that
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Z(Ri) =—(«!+ 9g.g' + 8g,2 + 6g2g4).

Substituting 1+x' for gi, as indicated in (8), and simplifying, we obtain the

counting polynomial for all 4 point graphs:

gt(x) = 1 + x + 2x2 + 3x3 + 2x4 + x6 + x6.

This polynomial may also be verified pictorially, as in Fig. 1.

:: i: u u □ n m
I 1  Y.  \d

K
Fig. 1

The computation of Z(RP) is similar and will be sketched briefly. For con-

venience later, we shall write Z2(SP)=Z(RP). We shall indicate the cor-

respondence between terms of Z(SP) and Z2(SP) by

fx -* gi,        /i/2 -> gxgt,    etc.

Combining (4) and (9), we see that Z2(SP) will be determined once the

term corresponding to /J1/? • • • fpr is found. The contribution to Z2(SP) from

fxfi ' " ' fv can be separated into two independent parts which are then

multiplied to yield the result. The first part comes from those points lying

on cycles of permutations ofS„ of the same length; the second part is obtained

from all remaining point pairs.

It is convenient to divide the first part into the contributions from the odd

cycles and from the even cycles. The odd cycles yield (where Cn,r denotes

the binomial coefficient)

,JJn+l ")2n+l+(2n+l)CJ-to+I,2

/2n+l   —* g2n+l

From the even cycles, we obtain

,J2n ,        n-l.Jjn   2nCyta,j

]2n   —* (gng2n   )      g2n

Finally, the contribution to Z2(SP) from fff; not already calculated above is

clearly g^(*,r), where m(q, r) and d(q, r) denote least common multiple

and greatest common divisor respectively. Collecting these results, we obtain
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z(rp) = z2(Sp) = 1Y -^- 'IT &*">»*»*

(10)
'l^T   /        »-Kitm   2nC;2n,j -f-j ii'd(.q,r)
11   (gngin   )      gin ■ H       gmiq.r)        ■
n=»l l^gO^p

In view of (8), the substitution of 1+x* for gi in (10) yields the counting

polynomial gp(x).

The explicit formulas for gP(x), p = l to 7 are given by:

oo oo    p(p—1)/2

g(*. y)= £&>(*) yp= S   Z)   &>.**V-
J>— 1 J>—1       fc=0

= y+3'2(l + x) + J'3(l+x+x2+xs)

= /(l + x+2x2+3x3+2x4+x6+x8)

+ ;y6(l + x+2x2+4*s+6x4+6xH-6x8+4x7+2*8+x9+x10)

+ y5(l + x+2x2+5x3+9x4+15x5+21x6+24x7+24x8

+21x9+15x10+9*n+5x12+2x13+x14+x16)

+ /(l + x+2x2+5x3+10x4+21x6+41x8+65x7+97x8

+ 131x9+148x10+148xn+131x12+97x13+65x14+41xl6+21x16

+ 10x17+5x18+2xl9+ x20+x21)

+ • • • .

Let Q be a graph of p points. The complement of Cj is the graph having the

same points as Q, whose lines join exactly those pairs of points not joined in

Q. Obviously, the operation of graph complementation is a one-to-one cor-

respondence between the graphs of p points and k lines and the graphs of

p points and p(p — l)/2 — k lines. Hence gP.k=gPlP(P-i)/2-k, accounting for the

end-symmetry in the coefficients of g„(x).

4. The number of digraphs. Analogously, the basic observation necessary

to the enumeration of digraphs by means of Polya's Theorem is as follows:

A digraph is a configuration whose figures are ordered pairs of points.

In this context, the content of a figure is one or zero in respective accord-

ance with the existence or nonexistence of a directed line from the first mem-

ber of the figure to its second member. Hence the figure counting series is

again 1+x.

Let |p* be the number of nonisomorphic digraphs with p points and k

directed lines. The counting polynomial gp(x) for digraphs of p points is

given by:

p(p-»
(12) gP(x) =   Y ivkXk.

Jt-0
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The configuration group for digraphs will be called the ordered pair group

on p points, Qp, which is a permutation group of degree p(p — l). For con-

venience we shall write Z2(SP) =Z(QP). Applying Polya's Theorem, we may

even now write the form of the result:

(13) gP(x) = Z(QP, 1 + x) = Z2(SP, 1 + x).

The formulation is completed by securing an explicit statement of Z(QP).

Let the variables appearing in this cycle index be denoted by hu, £ = 1, • • • ,

p(p — l). We briefly illustrate the calculation of Z(QP) for p = 3. Here we

have

Z(Si) = (f\ + 3fxft + 2fi)/6.

Proceeding analogously as for ordinary graphs, but being careful to note

that the figures are ordered pairs of points this time, we see that/?—>h\,fxf2—*h\,

and fz-^h\. Hence Z(Qi) =Z2(Si) = (h\ + 3hl + 2h\)/6. Replacing hi by 1+x',
we obtain g3(x) = l+x-)-4x2-f-4x3-|-4x4-|-x6-|-x6, which may be easily verified

pictorially, as in Fig. 2.

It is again convenient to divide the contribution to Z2(SP) from/^ • • -fp

into two parts. The ordered pairs of points lying on 5p-cycles of the same

length give HS_i ^nnC,"2ITn-2 hnn~l)ln, while the remaining ordered pairs yield

Collecting these results, we have

fiA\    '-9tt>\        *   V ^! TT   L2nC''»'»   TT   j.(n-1))"     TT      ,2'<"V <*(«.')
(14) Z2(SP) = — 2-,-11 hn 11   hn 11     hm(q,r)     .

?■   (J)     rr  .. . ,    n-l n-2 lS9<rSp11*'*/.!
1-1

/ / A        A        /\ /N.

A   A   A

A   A   A

A   A   A
Fig. 2
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Substituting 1+x* for hi in (14) yields gP(x), as indicated in (13). The

counting polynomials gP(x) for p = 1 to 5 are given similarly in the form of

the double series g(x, y):

00

i(x, y) = Y gp(x)y"
p-i

= y + y2(l + x + x2)

+ y8(l + x + 4x2 + 4x3 + 4x4 + x6 + x8)

+ t4(1 + x + 5x2 + 13x3 + 27x4 + 38x6 + 48x8
(15)

+ 38x7 + 27x8 + 13x9 + 5x10 + x11 + x12)

+ y»(l + x + 5x2 + 16x3 + 61x4 + 154x» + 379x8 + 707x7

+ 1155x8 + 1490x9 + 1670x10 + 1490X11 + 1155x12

+ 707x13 + 379x14 + 154x15 + 61 x16 + 16x17 + 5x18 + x19 + x20)

+-.

We conclude this section with some remarks on the correspondence be-

tween digraphs and binary relations. Davis [4] succeeded in counting several

different kinds of binary relations on p objects. These include, besides all

relations, the irreflexive (or reflexive), symmetric, irreflexive symmetric,

asymmetric (or antisymmetric), and functional relations. The entries in the

table of [4, p. 494] are related to graphs in the following way.

In Davis' notation,

(i) irs(p)= the number of nonisomorphic irreflexive symmetric relations

on p objects = the number of ordinary graphs of p points = Yl-o~1)/2 Sp^-

(ii) ref (p) =the number of nonisomorphic reflexive (or irreflexive) rela-

tions on p objects = the number of digraphs of p points = Yl-o^ Ip*-

(iii) sym (p)=the number of nonisomorphic symmetric relations = the

number of configurations which are modifications of ordinary graphs such

that a loop, i.e., an arc joining a point with itself, is permitted at each point.

Let the number of these modified graphs having p points and k lines be de-

noted by XPi, so that sym (p) = Y^o1)l2 ap*> and 'et the counting series for

those of p points be \p(x). Let Z2(g^g£ • ■ ■ g3*) denote the term of Z2(SP)

corresponding to the term/f/j* ■ ■ ■ fP" of Z(SP). Then let

MSp) = —" 2^  -gl «2   • • • gp   Z2(gi gi   • ■ ■ g/).

11 t"jii
»=i

Then clearly,

Xp(x) = A(5P, 1 + x).
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(iv) st (p)=the total number of nonisomorphic relations on p objects

= the number of modified digraphs such that loops are permitted.

These modified digraphs with p points and £ lines may be counted in an

entirely analogous manner to the modified graphs of the preceding para-

graph. Namely, the counting polynomial in which the coefficient of xk is the

total number of nonisomorphic binary relations on p objects with £ ordered

couples is obtained by substituting <f>(x) = 1 +x into the expression formed by

multiplying the right-hand member of (14) under the summation sign by

*?# • • • Kp-
5. The number of rooted and multiply rooted graphs. A rooted graph

[ll, p. 76] is a graph in which one particular point has been singled out.

This distinguished point is called the root. Following the convention of [8]

and [6], we use capital letters for enumerating rooted graphs. Let GPk be

the number of rooted graphs with p points and £ lines and

P(j>-l)/2

(16) GP(x) =      £    Gpkxk.
Jb—0

A rooted graph is also a configuration in which the figures are pairs of

points. As for graphs, the figure counting series is again 1 -f-x. However, the

configuration group is different.

The configuration group of rooted graphs of p points is the pair group of

SxXSp-x, the direct product of Sx and 5p_i, since the root point is in a class by

itself, and the remaining p — 1 points may be interchanged with each other

without restriction. Hence an application of Polya's Theorem yields the

counting polynomial for rooted graphs of p points in the form:

(17) GP(x) = Z2(Sx X SP-U 1 + x).

Proceeding exactly as for ordinary graphs, it is a simple matter to com-

pute Z2(SxXSp-i) explicitly. However, it is more convenient to describe the

expression for Z2(SxXSp). The fatter is obtained from the right-hand mem-

ber of (10) when one replaces jx by ji + 1. The counting polynomials Gp(x)

for p = 1 to 6 are given by:

G(x,y)= ZGP(x)y"
p-i

= y+;y2(l-|-x)-|-y3(l-|-2x-|-2x2+x8)

+ y4(l + 2x+4x2-|-6x3-!-4x4-r-2x5-l-x6)
(18)

+ y6(i+2*+5x2+llx8+17x4+18x6+17x6+llxH-5x8+2x9+*10)

+ y6(l + 2x+5x2+13x3+29x4+52x6+76x6+94x7-|-94x8

+ 76x9+52x10+29xn+13x12+5x18+2x14-l-a:16)

+ •• • .
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In passing, we note that Gpk is the number of dissimilar points in all of the

gpk ordinary graphs of p points and £ lines.

Rooted digraphs are counted similarly, and it is clear that the counting

polynomial Gp(x) is expressible in the form

(19) GP(x) = Z2(Sx X S*-i, 1 + x).

A multiply rooted graph of p points (as defined in [8], for example) is one

in which the set II of points has been partitioned into disjoint distinguished

classes TJ,-, i = 1 to q. Let p< denote the number of points in the ith class, so

that px+p2+ • • • -\-pa=P- A rooted graph of p points may be regarded as

a multiply rooted graph in which q = 2, px = l, and p2 = p — l. Similarly an

ordinary graph can be considered as a multiply rooted graph in which q = l.

Two multiply rooted graphs are isomorphic if there exists a one-to-one

adjacency preserving transformation between their point sets which in-

duces a one-to-one correspondence between their respective distinguished

classes of points.

Let gP1,P1,...,pq(x) denote the counting polynomial in which the coefficient

of x* is the number of multiply rooted graphs of p points and £ lines, whose

distinguished classes satisfy the partition

px + pt + • • • + pq = p.

Then

(20) Sn.p,..■•.*,(*) = Z2(SPl X SP1 X • ■ ■   X Sp„ 1 + x).

Obviously multiply rooted digraphs are counted analogously.

6. The number of graphs of strength s and of type /. Motivated by

psychological considerations, we have introduced, in [6], two notions of

generalized graphs. Graphs of a certain strength are used to depict person-to-

person relations of different intensity, while graphs of a given type are in-

tended to represent several different interpersonal relationships within the

same psychological group. It appears that the structural settings studied in

group dynamics pertain primarily to digraphs and their generalizations. For

the use of ordinary graphs is equivalent to a restriction to symmetric social

relations.

Specifically, a graph of strength s consists of p points and not more than

s lines joining any pair of points. No distinction is made between any of the

lines of such a generalized graph.

On the other hand, a graph of type t has p points and not more than t

lines joining any pair of points, with the restrictions that there are t different

kinds or colors of lines available and no two points are joined by more than

one line of a given color.

Of course all sorts of mixtures of ordinary and directed multiply rooted

graphs of given type and strength can be precisely defined, and counted.
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Let gpk be the number of graphs of strength j having p points and k

lines, and let

(j) »p(p-l)/2 k

(21) gp   (x) =       Y     gp'i<x  ■

Since the figure counting series is clearly

(22) <b(x) = 1 + x + x2 + • ■ • + x'

in this case, an application of Polya's Theorem shows at once that

(23) gp°(x) =Z2(sp, tA

Combining (23) and (10), one can readily compute the polynomials gp\x).

With the obvious definition of the left-hand member, we see that

(24) G?\x) =Zt(sp,^—-).

For graphs of type t, the figure counting series is

(25) c6(x) = (1 + *)',

since there are Ct,r figures of content r.

Hence the counting polynomial for graphs of type / having p points is

given by

(26) Z2(SP, (1 + x)').

Obviously (23) with s = l and (26) with t = 1 both reduce to (8), for graphs

of strength 1 and graphs of type 1 are both equivalent to ordinary graphs.

7. On the number of connected graphs. We begin with Riddell's com-

binatorial derivation (which is not readily available in the literature) of the

number of connected graphs in terms of the total number of graphs. This will

be followed by a more general formulation for the number of connected

graphs of any given topological type in terms of the total number of such

graphs, and then by the number of such rooted connected graphs. As corol-

laries, we shall obtain the number of weakly connected digraphs, forests, and

rooted forests.

Let cpk and dpk denote the number of connected and disconnected graphs

of p points and k lines, so that cpk+dpk=gpk, and let c(x, y) and d(x, y) be

their respective counting series. In any graph of p points and k lines, let

ma be the number of components with i points and j lines. These mtj com-

ponents can be distributed over all the Cy different connected graphs in

Ceij+mi,—\,mi, ways. Therefore
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P    >(i-D/2

(27) gpk   =      Y      II        II     Ccij+mij-l.mi,
(mij)      »—1        j'=0

where the sum is taken over all values of w.y such that Yi.ii/fnn = P< Yi.iJma

= k, and not all the my are zero. From (27) follows

00

(28) 1 + g(x, y) = II   Y Cc,,-+m,,-i,m..y(*y)m<>'.
i,j     m{j=0

The 1 has to be added to the left-hand member of (28) since the summation

on the right-hand member begins with my = 0. Now since

1
YCc+k-i.tz" =--,
*-0 (1   - Z)c

one obtains:

1+ «(*,?) = II 7:-1—Kr>
i.i   (1 - x>y>ya

whence

00    1

(29) log (1 + g(x, y)) = Y — c(x", y"),
n-l    n

or

«o     (— 1) "+1 °°       1

(30) X)-*"(*. y) = E — «(*", y").
n=l « n-l     W

or

00     1 00     1

(3oo        Y - <i(xn, r) = Y - k(^n. y-) + (-i)*r(*. y)].
n-l     » n-l     n

which is equivalent with (30) since g(x, y) —c(x, y)+d(x, y).

Now let us consider graphs having a given topological property, e.g.,

linear graphs, trees, Husimi trees, digraphs, graphs with no points of degree

2, graphs with no cycle of length greater than n, Euler graphs, etc. Let the

counting series for all of these general graphs, the disconnected ones, and the

connected ones be denoted by y(x, y), h(x, y), k(x, y) respectively, with

T (x, y), A (x, y), K(x, y) standing for the corresponding series for rooted graphs.

Let 7n(x, y) be the counting series for the number of graphs having exactly

n connected components. Then by Polya's Theorem (regarding a graph as a

configuration whose figures are connected graphs),

(31) Tn(x, y) = Z(S„, k(x, y)),
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so that

00 CO

7ix, y) = ZAn(z, y) = ^Z(Sn, k(x, y)).
n-l n-1

But there is a well known identity for any function f(x):

(32) 1 + EZ(5„,/(x)) = exp j £ -/(*•)! ,
n-l Kn-X     n )

which occurs in the counting of rooted trees and can easily be verified using

(4), (9) and the familiar exponential power series. Therefore

(33) 1 + y(x, y) = exp < X) — k(x", yn)i ,
L-i « ;

from which the number of connected graphs is expressible in terms of the

total number of graphs of general type(3).

The derivation of K(x, y) proceeds similarly. For

T(x, y) = K(x, y) + K(x, y)Tl(x, y) + K(x, y)y2(x, y)+ ■ ■ ■

= K(x, y)ll + Y,Z(Sn, k(x, y))~\

= K(x, y) exp \J2 — k(x", y")[ ,

and using (33), we get

(34) T(x,y) = K(x,y)[l+y(x,y)].

When (33) is considered as applying to all linear graphs, the equivalent of

(29) is obtained. However the expression for linear graphs corresponding to

(34) gives the following equation for the number of rooted connected graphs

in terms of the known graphs (8) and (10):

(35) G(x, y) =C(x,y) [l + g(x, y)],

which can also be written in the form 7>(x, y) = C(x, y)g(x, y), where D(x, y)

is the counting series for the rooted disconnected graphs.

We now turn to "connected" digraphs. A graph is connected if there exists

a path between any two points. Equivalently, a graph is connected if it is

impossible to divide its point set II into two disjoint classes such that no line

has one end point in each class. These two characterizations of connected-

ness for ordinary graphs lead to two different concepts for digraphs.

(3) Of course Riddell's equation (29) is equivalent to (33) when the variables appearing in

(29) are regarded as referring to graphs of general type.
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A digraph is strongly connected if there exists a directed path from each

point to every other point. The symmetrized graph of a digraph is the ordinary

graph obtained by replacing each directed line by an undirected line with the

proviso that each pair of directed lines joining the same two points of the

digraph becomes exactly one undirected line. A digraph is weakly connected

if its symmetrized graph is connected. Obviously every strongly connected

digraph is weakly connected.

Corresponding to the double series g(x, y) for all digraphs, let c(x, y) be

the counting series for the weakly connected digraphs, and let d(x, y) be the

series for disconnected digraphs, i.e., those which are not even weakly con-

nected.

Applying (33) to digraphs, we get:

oo       J oo     /_J\n+l

(36) Y — c(xn, y) = Y-1"(*. y).
n-l   n n-l n

which counts the weakly connected digraphs (first obtained by Polya) in

terms of the known number of all digraphs (13) and (14). Similarly one sees

from (34) that the series C(x, y) for the rooted weakly connected digraphs is

given by

(37) G(x,y) = C(x,y)[l+g(x,y)],

where the rooted digraphs are known from (19).

The enumeration of strongly connected digraphs is an open problem.

From (30') and (36) we obtain the following data for the number of dis-

connected graphs and digraphs respectively, which can of course be verified

pictorially:

d(x, v) = y3(l + x) + y4(l + x+2x2+x3)

+ y6(l + x+2x2+4x3+3x4+x6+x6)

(38) +/(l + x+2x2+5x3+9x4+9xs+8x6+5x7+2x8+x9+x10)

+ /(l + x+2x2+5x3+10x4+21x6+30x6+32x7+30x8+24x9

+ 16xI0+ 10xn+5x12+2x13+ x14+ x16)

+ ••• ,

d(x, y) = y2+y*(l + x+x2)

+ y4(l + x+5x2+5x3+5x4+x6+x6)

(39) +/(l + x+5x2+16x3+34x4+46x6+53x8+40x7+28x8

+ 13x9+5x10+xu+x12)

+ •• • .

We conclude with some formulas for the number of forests in terms of the
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known number of trees. By definition, a tree is a connected graph without any

cycles, and a forest is a graph with no cycles, i.e., one whose components

are trees. Since a tree is characterizable as a connected graph in which the

number of points is one greater than the number of lines, we may omit either

one of the parameters p and £ in specifying the number of trees with p points

and £ lines. We shall denote (as in [9]) the number of trees and rooted trees

having £ lines by tk and Tk respectively. Let

(40) t(x) = £ tkx",
fc-0

00

(41) T(x) = £ Tkxk
fc-0

be the counting series for trees, rooted trees.

It was demonstrated in [15] that

(42) 7(x)=exp|f: ~T(x^,

and in [14] that

(43) t(x) = T(x) - (x/2) [T2(x) - T(x2)].

Hence the numbers tk and Tk may be regarded as known.

hetfpk denote the number of forests having p points and £ lines and

(44) /(*, y) = EI/,t*y.
p—X k—0

In order to express the counting series for trees in two variables, let tpk

denote the number of trees with p points and £ lines, so that tk+1,k = tk and

tpk = 0 when p^k + 1. Then

00    P(p—1)/2 oo

t(*, y) = L   £   tvkxkyp = 53<***ym = t(*ylk+1Uk)-
p—X       k—0 k—0

By (33), we have the number of forests in terms of the number of trees in

the form:

i + /(*. y) = exp \ £ — t(x», y)\
l n-i   n )

(45) = exp { Y, Z — (xkyk+lA
\ n=i t-o   n )

= II (1 - xkyk+1)-"<.
k-0
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Similarly the counting series for rooted forests F(x, y) is given by

F(x, y) = T(x, y)[l+f(x, y)]

= T(xy(k+»lk)[l +f(x, y)].

Finally, if t(x, y) is the counting series for those multiply rooted trees such

that each component is a rooted tree, then by (33) and (45), we have

oo

(47) 1 + r(x, y) = II (1 - xkyk+1)-T".
k-0

However, Cayley [3] has already found a recursion equation for T(x),

the counting series for rooted trees defined in (41), in the form

oo

(48) T(x) = II (1 - xk+l)~Tk.
k—0

Using (47), equation (48) can be rewritten:

(48') 1 + r(x, y) = T(yxki<-»+»).

8. Problems. We conclude with a listing of several interesting counting

problems which remain to be solved:

I. The number of strongly connected digraphs is less than the known

number of weakly connected ones. However, aside from this trivial inequality,

the appropriate method for enumerating the strongly connected digraphs has

not yet become apparent. There is an intermediate kind of connectedness for

digraphs. A unilaterally connected digraph is one in which, for each pair A, B

of its points, there is either a directed path from A to B or one from B to A.

The counting of unilaterally connected digraphs is also an unsolved problem.

II. The enumeration of planar graphs with a given number of points and

lines has been an open problem for some time. It is not inconceivable that a

solution of this problem may be a partial contribution to the solution of the

four color problem.

III. A star has been defined in [21 ] as a connected graph with no articu-

lation points. The number of stars is an unsolved problem whose solution is of

interest for application to the theory of condensation, and is one of the prin-

cipal questions asked by Uhlenbeck [21].

IV. Two graphs are homeomorphic (Konig [ll]) if there exists a third

graph which can be obtained (up to isomorphism) from each of them by

the insertion of additional vertices in their lines. A homeomorphically irre-

ducible graph is an ordinary graph which is not homeomorphic to any linear

graph of fewer points. The counting of homeomorphically irreducible graphs

is an open problem, suggested in [21]. A variation of this problem results if

one considers graphs of arbitrary strength. From this point of view, a homeo-

morphically irreducible graph of unrestricted strength is one with no points
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of degree two.

V. As mentioned by Davis [14], the problem of finding the number of

transitive digraphs is open.

VI. Finally, we mention the number of simplicial complexes. A pure

complex of dimension n is one in which each simplex of dimension m<n is

contained in an w-simplex. The counting of pure complexes of dimension n

is a straightforward generalization of equation (8), when it is rewritten in the

form

(8') gP(x) = Z2(SP, 1 + x).

If hn,p(x) is the counting polynomial for pure «-complexes with p points,

then we may write

hn.p(x)   = Zn+l(Sp,  1 +  X),

where Zm(SP) denotes the cycle index of the permutation group of degree

CP,m, which is isomorphic to Sp as an abstract group and is obtained from Sp

by taking sets of m objects as the new objects to be permuted.

The solution to the problem of enumerating arbitrary simplicial complexes

is in progress, and we hope to present it in a future publication.

Added in proof. The following relevant paper has recently appeared:

D. Slepian, On the number of symmetry types of Boolean functions of n vari-

ables, Canadian Journal of Mathematics vol. 5 (1953) pp. 185-193. Slepian

independently develops the same enumeration procedure as Davis [4] and

applies it to obtain a generalization of the results in G. Polya, Sur les types

des propositions composees, J. Symbolic Logic vol. 5 (1940) pp. 98-103.

Slepian then applied his method and independently found Polya's equations

(8) and (10) of this paper and also the formula (23) for the number of graphs

of strength 5! Since he was guided in his work by applications to switching

theory, he called his result "an algorithm for enumerating the types of linear

graphs with n nodes and m branches no more than k oi which are in parallel."

(We introduced the concept of graphs of strength 5 from the viewpoint of

applications to social psychology.) Slepian's work appears in a Technical

Memorandum of Bell Telephone Laboratories entitled Number of types of

linear graphs under date of June 22, 1953.
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